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Abstract

In these days, innovative functions are required to unmanned parcel delivery lockers. As non-face-to-face 

transactions become the center due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic, many problem occurs in society such as 

theft crimes and lack of loading space. Therefore, New concept storage device is developed in korea. It has the 

functions that minimizes empty spaces by using the internal transport device to enable efficient space loading 

and refrigerate goods such as foods. In order to systematically approach the system design of the unmanned 

parcel delivery lockers which is the new function is applied, We applied model-based system engineering to 

improve the development efficiency and use a system modeling language to express the system. We conducted 

interworking research of CAD data including system modeling and design data. it is expected that this method 

will increase the effective development efficiency such as maintenance traceability and reduction of development 

period and cost.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background

In today's modern society logistics transportation systems are providing convenience to many people. In 

particular, As a pandemic due to COVID-19 is declared in 2020, [1] non-face-to-face transactions have become 

spreaded in customers who avoid face-to-face transactions which is visit in person to purchase goods. instead 

of this, customers tend to buy goods in internet shopping and receive goods via parcel delivery service. Figure 
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1 shows the trend of sales in the domestic delivery market of CJ Logistics Corporation, one of the large 

companies in the Korea delivery industry. Looking at this graph, it can be seen that sales have increased by 

about 2.5 times of the current courier sales in 2012 [1].

Figure 1. Trends in Korea Delivery market sales

With the emergence of many consumers in the delivery industry, problems such as restrictions on the 

provision of non-face-to-face parcel delivery services, various theft crimes, and poor utilization due to 

development that does not consider user requirements are occurring at this time. To solve this problem, 

unmanned parcel delivery lockers were manufactured by public or private companies and installed in subway 

stations or building lobby. However, there are functional limitations such as insufficient loading space and 

food which is needs to be stored in refrigerated, Therefore, innovative functions required to unmanned parcel 

delivery lockers.

Therefore, Republic of Korea developing a “Untact ICT based new concept storage device applied with cold 

chain-based active loading technology" that can be refrigerated and efficiently loaded. With the addition of 

new functions, the complexity of unmanned storage device is increasing, and development in consideration of 

this should proceed in the process of system development. As in this case, this paper proposes an efficient 

system development plan by applying a methodology called model-based systems engineering (MBSE) for the 

design of highly complex systems emerging in modern society. This model-based systems engineering [2] 

facilitates seamless communication between all stakeholders with a Interdisciplinary approach and reduces 

errors that may occur in the development phase. Therefore, model-based system engineering enables efficient 

design during the system development process in the early stages of conceptual design. Model-based system 

engineering can be represented through the system modeling language [3] and has been studied through 

SysML4Mechatronics, as concept that applies the system modeling language to the design of Mechatronics 

[4].
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1.2 Problem Definition

In order to design the entire system with model-based systems engineering, it is necessary to go through an 

integrated development stage through communication between fields as a whole, rather than focusing on one 

area of the system. In general, there is a limitation of interworking in developing a system for any purpose. 

The biggest problem in system engineering implementation is that communication difficulties arise due to 

differences in expertise between jobs in each field. In particular, design information used in detailed design 

development can be difficult to understand by officials in other fields due to high technical terms and 

information. For example, the operational and planning departments and the design departments are structures 

that are prone to great communication difficulties [5]. The new concept of unmanned delivery storage device 

is a system which is more complicated and applied an autonomous robot unit for efficient loading parcels than 

the existing storage device. In order to carry out development that meets the purpose and requirements of the 

system, the application of model-based system engineering should be modeled through the system modeling 

language, mechanical design CAD data should be mapped to improve system understanding and 

communication as mapping CAD & systems modeling language. this method proposed through this study.

Figure 2 shows this process.

Figure 2. Scope and purpose

1.3 Related study

SysML4Mechatronics is an extended concept of the system modeling language that defines the criteria for 

modeling mechatronics systems into SysML. Based on this study, many studies linking SysML and 

Mechatronics have been derived [4]. This study did not use specific methodology or CAD information. A 

study was conducted to enable simultaneous development processes through mutual exchange and 

synchronization with AutomationML (AML), a data exchange format, for system engineering and CAD data 

between engineering tools in different fields [6]. However, this study did not consider the behavioral viewpoint 

of the system modeling language. Another study proposed a methodology for modeling plant automation 

machines as SysML4Mechatronics from each perspective of design/functional/required/behavioral [7]. This 

study modeled the structure and behavior of the system in a system modeling language, but did not include 

information on CAD.

Previous studies conducted in the past have succeeded in machine system modeling based on system 

modeling language, but there is a lack of definition of CAD data and properties of system modeling language. 

Therefore, in order to supplement the previous studies, this study suggested a plan to increase the efficiency 

of the development stage by selecting the robot system of the new concept unmanned delivery storage device 

as the research target and linking CAD data and system modeling language.
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1.3 Composition of the paper

This study consists of the following. Chapter 2 presents an overview and research method and procedure of 

new concept unmanned delivery storage device and system modeling language, Chapter 3 shows an example 

of mapping CAD data to structural/behavioral diagrams by modeling new concept unmanned delivery storage 

device in system modeling language, and provides a table of properties of CAD data mapping to system 

modeling. Finally, Chapter 4 presents conclusions on this paper.

2. New Concept Unmanned Delivery Storage Device and CAD & SysML Interworking 

Design Overview

2.1 Introduction of New Concept Unmanned Delivery Storage Device

The ICT-based parcel storage system with active technology described in this paper, classifies the items 

according to the size shape and minimizes empty spaces by using the internal transport device to enable 

efficient space loading. In addition, it is a newly improved parcel storage device that is equipped with a 

refrigerated storage function and can be used for storing food requiring refrigerated storage. As shown in 

Figure 3, this device is divided into several sub-assemblies, the robot system was selected as the target to be 

modeled in the system modeling language in this paper.

Figure 3. Sub-assemblies in The ICT-based parcel storage device with active technology

2.2 Introduction of SysML

The system modeling language consists of nine diagrams, which can be hierarchically subdivided in 

analyzing the system [8]. It’s helping to build specifications and system specifications related to model-based 
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system engineering [9]. This can reduce errors and failures that may occur in the development or operation of 

the system. Table 1 illustrates the properties of a system modeling diagram to be mapped to CAD data.

Table 1. System modeling language diagram properties

SysML Diagram Property

Requirements

Based on the documents such as the proposal of the concept presented first, the 

requirements diagram contains the direction and goal of the design before entering 

the detailed design stage, and includes precautions and restrictions.

Structural 

viewpoint

Package
Structural diagrams are effective for designing assembly structures of CAD data by 

modeling mechatronic structures with SysML.Block

Definition

Internal 

block 

The internal block diagram is easy to represent one part as a detailed structural 

diagram. For example, it is possible to express elements such as mechanical parts (eg 

screws, springs, etc.) in detail.

Parametric

Parameter diagram is a diagram to enable analysis of system performance and 

reliability using assembly. Parameter diagram is useful to indicate the properties of 

parts. (ex. motor speed value)

Behavioral

viewpoint

Activity

Activity diagram is a diagram that expresses the behavior of a system using control, 

data flow, and activity. It is mainly used to express the control flow between objects.

Sequence

The sequence diagram can be identified according to the order of operations and 

service types according to the passage of time. The sequence diagram can analyze 

the interaction of mutually sequential actions and the form of sequential service 

provision, and shows the instance where the message/call sequence and the 

horizontal message are transmitted according to the vertical-occurrence time 

sequence.

2.3 Presentation of Research Methods and Procedures

2.3.1 Methods of Interworking Design

In order to conduct the interworking design of CAD and system modeling language, a data medium for data 

exchange is required, and there are many ways to perform the integrated design by linking data. The commonly 

used measures can be classified into two methods: using an integrated design program and using an AML file 

extension. Syndeia, one of the integrated design programs, is a software platform for integrated model-based 

engineering (MBE), which allows system architecture models (SysML) to manage PLM, CAD, ALM, project 

management, requirement management, and simulation [10]. AutomationML (AML) is a data exchange format 

that enables lossless information exchange between engineering tools in different fields [6].
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2.3.1 CAD & SysML Interworking Design Procedure

This paper presented a plan to optimize requirement management in the development process by applying 

a requirement diagram first for ICT-based parcel storage devices. And from a structural point of view, a block 

definition diagram was applied to model the structure of the robot part of the parcel storage device. In addition, 

in order to represent quantitative figures related to the linkage, a parametric diagram was applied to model the 

property values of the components. By applying behavioral perspective diagrams such as activity diagrams 

and sequence diagrams, 3D CAD data simulation and SysML structural/behavioral perspective diagrams were 

mapped. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the system modeling language to map CAD data according to the 

procedure. design of CAD and system modeling language, a data medium for data exchange.

Figure 4. System modeling diagram procedure to apply mapping of CAD Data

3. CAD & SysML Interworking Design to The Robot System of New Concept 

Unmanned Parcel Storage Device

3.1 Interworking Design Process

Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating the properties of CAD data mapped to various diagrams of the system 

modeling language. In this paper, in order to perform an interworking design as an example of the robot system 

of a new concept parcel storage device, a 2D blueprint was mapped to the requirement diagram. The structural 

viewpoint diagrams mapping assembly and part data, and surface roughness and tolerance information. In the 

diagrams from a behavioral viewpoint, animation of 3D modeling and simulation information through 

Simulink were mapped. 

Figure 5. CAD properties that map to the system modeling diagram
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3.2 SysML Diagram based Interworking Design

a. Requirements Diagram

The requirements diagram defines the objectives of the design and the concept of the system before 

designing CAD data, and includes precautions and constraints when designing the system. By applying the 

requirements diagram, designers can clearly identify physical constraints and stakeholder requirements before 

design process [11].

Figure 6 shows the results of hierarchically defining all requirements of the robot system. Mapping CAD 

design drawing data to the corresponding block in the requirement diagram. It can be mapped anywhere to 

help stakeholders understand the diagram, such as module/part/system/interface requirements. By mapping in 

this way, it is possible to verify and verify the CAD drawing data by comparing it with the requirement diagram.

Figure 6. Mapping 2D blueprints to systems requirements of The robot system 
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a. Structural Diagram

Figure 7 is the result of applying a block definition diagram hierarchically illustrating the structure of the 
system. This facilitates the traceability of the design/development phase and future maintenance by mapping 
assembly data to upper assembly blocks and mapping part data to part blocks. The data to be mapped were 
design blueprints and 3d modeling data. In addition, information on CAD design data such as surface 
roughness and geometric tolerances was also indicated as attributes of the block.

Figure 7. Mapping 3D modeling data to system structure of Unmanned parcel storage device

The parametric diagram may represent quantitative properties (material properties, numerical values 
representing performance, etc.) of each part constituting the system. In addition, it is possible to analyze 
quantitative figures such as system performance and reliability. From the operational point of view of the 
system, the system engineer should track the various states of key parameters/attributes of interest, based on 
the requirements built in the early stages of the system. In other words, it should be systematically managed 
so that the quantitative requirements required by stakeholders can be reflected in the development at the design 
conceptual stage of the parcel storage system, which is the subject of this paper. Figure 8 shows the concept 
of mapping the actual weight, volume, and performance numerical values of the robot system calculated by 
3D modeling simulation to the values defined at the time of design.

Figure 8. Mapping the physical properties of the robot system to SysML parametric diagram
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a. Behavioral viewpoint Diagram

The diagram from a behavioral viewpoint can model the function/action of the system to simulate 3D CAD 

data to verify and verify whether the correct behavior can be implemented. Activity diagrams are mainly used 

to represent control flows between objects, and in the design of each part and assembly structure, each part 

and component is mapped through simulation/animation to see how the assembly works. Figure 9 illustrates 

the concept of applying 3D modeling animation to an activity diagram.

Figure 9. Mapping the 3D modeling animation to SysML activity diagram

Sequence diagrams enable interaction of mutual sequential behavior and analysis of sequential service 

provision forms. Indicates a message/call sequence according to the vertical-occurrence time order and an 

instance in which a horizontal-message is transmitted [12]. We map 3D CAD data to an instance of activity 

performed on these sequence diagrams with tools such as Simulink. Accordingly, the designer may efficiently 

track simulation information related to each function. Figure 10 illustrates the concept of this.
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Figure 10. Mapping the 3D modeling animation to SysML activity diagram

3.3 Presenting the Interworking of SysML & CAD

According to the process described, CAD data can be mapped to SysML diagrams to improve the traceability 

of assembly/part information of the system, and design information can be checked and simulation & 

animation can be mapped to diagrams to help understand SysML modeling. simulation can be verified through 

Simulink tools. Table 2 derives the attributes of CAD data associated with the attributes of the SysML diagram 

performed earlier.

Table 2. Presentation of attribute-based associations between SysML diagrams and CAD 

data

SysML Diagram

Properties of 

CAD being 

mapped

Implications derived from interworking design between CAD and SysML

Requirements
2D

blueprint

By mapping CAD design data to the related blocks of the requirements diagram, it can be 

mapped anywhere to help the stakeholders who view the diagram, such as 

module/part/system/interface requirements, for understand system.

Before designing, the designer understands the constraints and requirements in advance, 

and the design is entered in a recognized state, so errors and corrections can be reduced. 

After all designs are completed, CAD data can be mapped to the requirements diagram to 

verify and confirm whether the requirements are properly implemented.. 

Structural 

viewpoint

Package

/
Assembly data

In a diagram from a structural point of view, assembly data is mapped to upper assembly 

blocks and part data is mapped to part blocks so that design data according to each 

hierarchical structure can be checked at a glance.
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Block 

Definition
Part data

SysML diagram (package, block definition, internal block structure) from a structural point 

of view is mapped with the structural diagram in designing the MCAD (Mechatronics CAD) 

data representing the mechanical structure and the ECAD data representing the 

electrical/electronic circuit structure. It is also easy to traceability of future maintenance.

Surface 

roughness, 

geometric 

tolerance

Information of CAD design data such as surface roughness and geometric tolerance can also 

be expressed as attributes of blocks. You can check this information in advance. It facilitates 

product process design.

Parametric
Physical 

properties

It is also possible to substitute the material properties of 3D CAD data, so the 

designer can look at the properties of the part and consider properties such as 

volume mass and stiffness.

Behavioral

viewpoint

Activity

3D modeling 

behavior 

animation

The diagram from the behavioral point of view models the function/operation of 

the system and simulates 3D CAD data to verify and confirm whether the correct 

operation is possible.

In the design of each part and assembly structure, what action each part and 

component should perform in the design of each part and assembly structure is 

mapped to the control flow activity block between objects in the activity diagram. 

CAD data that can be a reference for diagrams from a behavioral point of view 

includes drawings and 3D modeling, but it is possible to check how the assembly 

works by mapping the simulation/animation of 3D modeling according to each 

function.

Sequence

Linked with 

Simulink

3D modeling 

simulation

When 3D CAD data is imported with a tool such as Simulink, it is possible to design by 

referencing or mapping the drive flow structure diagram modeling of SysML when 

performing simulation of model-based diagrams in Simulink

Mapping the motion information animation of the machine corresponding to the function in 

the sequence diagram to the sequence diagram It is easy for the designer to track the 

information of the parts related to each function.

4. Conclusion

Recently, demand for parcel delivery services has been increasing due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As non-

face-to-face transactions become the center, the demand for unmanned delivery boxes is also increasing 

significantly, but new functions are required for unmanned storage lockers due to the functional limitations of 

unmanned storage lockers. The unmanned parcel storage device is a new concept of logistics system, and in 

general, there is a limit to interworking in developing a system for some purpose. However, the biggest 

problem in system engineering implementation is that communication difficulties arise due to differences in 

expertise between jobs in each field. In particular, design information used in detailed design development can 

be difficult to understand by officials in other fields due to high technical terms and information. Previous 

studies conducted previously succeeded in modeling SysML-based machine systems, but CAD data and 

SysML properties need to be defined. Therefore, in order to supplement the previous studies, We suggested a 

plan to increase the efficiency of the development stage by selecting the robot system of the parcel storage 

device as the research target and linking CAD data and SysML. We suggested that CAD data can be mapped 

to SysML diagrams to improve the traceability of assembly/part information of the system, and design 
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information can be checked and simulated drive animation can be mapped to diagrams to help understand 

SysML modeling, and simulation can be verified through Simulink tools. In this paper, a study on the linkage 

between CAD and SysML was conducted to improve the development efficiency of the parcel storage device.
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